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• As of November 2018: 60 entries, 392 references

• Major new primitives discovered only every few years.



Simulation is a killer app for quantum computing with a solid 

theoretical foundation.

Chemistry Materials

Many problems are out of reach even for exascale supercomputers

but doable on quantum computers.

Nuclear and Particle Physics

Image: David Parker, U. Birmingham Image: CERN



Intractable on classical supercomputers 

But a 200-qubit quantum computer will let us understand it

Understanding biological Nitrogen fixation



Finding the ground state of Ferredoxin 𝐹𝑒2𝑆2

Quantum algorithm 2012

~3000
YEARS

Classical algorithm

INTRACTABLE

!
Quantum algorithm 2015

~1
DAY

Research on quantum algorithms and software is essential!



Quantum algorithm in high level language (Q#)

Machine level instructions

Compiler



Microsoft Quantum Development Kit

Quantum 
programming 

language

Visual Studio 

integration and 

debugging

Local and cloud 

quantum 

simulation

Extensive libraries, 

samples, and 

documentation



Developing quantum applications

1. Find quantum algorithm with quantum speedup

2. Confirm quantum speedup after implementing all 

oracles

3. Optimize code until runtime is short enough

4. Embed into specific hardware estimate runtime



Simulating Quantum Field Theories: Classically

There’s room for exponential speedup by quantum computing.

Feynman diagrams Lattice methods

Break down at strong

coupling or high precision
Good for binding energies.

Sign problem: real time dynamics,

high fermion density.

Image: R. Babich et al.
Image: Encyclopedia of Physics



A QFT Computational Problem

Input: a list of momenta

of incoming particles.

Output: a list of momenta

of outgoing particles.

Image: Sommerfeld center
Image: Fermilab/wikimedia



Efficient simulation algorithms for example QFTs:

• Bosonic: Massive
[Jordan, Lee, Preskill, Science 336:1130, 2012]

• Fermionic: Massive Gross-Neveu
[Jordan, Lee, Preskill ArXiv:1404.7115, 2014]

Next steps:

• Improve efficiency and generality
(simulate the standard model?)

• Implement in Q#. Get quantitative resource 
estimates.

Simulating Quantum Field Theories: Quantumly



What I’m trying to do is get you people who think about

computer simulation to see if you can’t invent a different

point of view than what the physicists have.

-Richard Feynman, 1981

In thinking and trying out ideas about “what is a field

theory” I found it very helpful to demand that a correctly

formulated field theory should be soluble by computer…

It was clear, in the ‘60s, that no such computing power

was available in practice.

-Kenneth Wilson, 1982
Image: Wikimedia

Image: Emilio Segre archives



Solving Systems of Linear Equations

Harrow, Hassidim, Lloyd, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2009

Solve               in Log(N) time (in some cases).

Uses quantum algorithms to implement

Vast swaths of engineering are done by discretizing
differential equations and solving the resulting
linear equations.

Is this a good application for quantum computers?

Image: Manil Suri



Solving wave equations

• Maxwell’s equations

• Klein-Gordon equation

• Quantum computers have exponential memory 
savings and polynomial time savings.
(Clader, Jacobs, Sprouse, Phys. Rev. Lett., 2013)
(Costa, Jordan, Ostrander, 2018)

• Constant factors need improvement!
(Scherer et al., 2015)



Big quantum advantage, asymptotically

quantum classical

time

space

h = lattice spacing

D = # dimensions

= diameter of region

T = duration of process
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Topological Superconducting
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Quantum Error Correction



Topological qubits

• Topological quantum field theory was 

introduced in pure math and applied to 

quantum gravity.

• Later it found use describing exotic phases 

of matter at low temperature.

• Michael Freedman (Microsoft) and Alexei 

Kitaev (Caltech) realized these could form a 

robust substrate for quantum computing.Image: Scientific American



Putting topology
to work.

Image: Wikimedia



Topological qubits: Majorana version

• Microsoft is pursuing qubits built from 

Majorana fermions, which are excitations in 

a topological phase.

• The target error rate is 

• No other qubit under development has 

clear prospect to surpass

• Orders of magnitude lower overhead.





Quantum-Inspired Optimization

• In certain cases, quantum 

tunneling can escape from local 

minima that trap conventional 

methods such as simulated 

annealing.

• Serendipitous discovery ~2015: 

Monte Carlo simulation of 

quantum tunneling can be very 

successful optimizer. 

Thermal jump

Quantum
tunneling
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QIO Case Study: MAXSAT

• MAXSAT is probably the second most widely studied discrete optimization 
problem after travelling-salesman. (Over 9000 journal papers.)

• A contest for the best MAXSAT solver on benchmarking instances has been run 
each year since 2009.

• Katzgraber’s QIO method wins random unweighted category at MAXSAT 2016.



Quantum-inspired answers today

Quantum answers tomorrow

Thanks


